The **Non-Functional Slimline Training Headwall** is designed to give the aesthetic of a patient room without the cost associated with medical gas simulation.

**Features**
- These units can be wired for Electrical capabilities [inquire at time of order]
- The Non-Functional Slimline Training Headwall can be moved with ease when lab spacing needs change
- The Non-Functional Slimline Training Headwall horizontal rail is 52” wide x 4” Deep x 10” High
- Installation is simple: locate the Non-Functional Slimline Training Headwall in position and secure it to the building wall.

**Available Options**
**Add**
- Overbed Light Fixture [with pull cord switch]
- Integrated Non-Functional Nurse Call
- Integrated Non-Functional Code Blue
- Vacuum Regulator
- Vacuum canister and holder